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compounds Prime Minister, short-circuit, brown-eyed
phrasal verbs come, go, get, put, take of, in, on, down 

idioms spill the beans, have an axe to grind, kick the bucket
fixed phrases of course, at least, in fact, by far, good morning, how do you do, 

excuse me, you know 3
white as a sheet it never rains but it pours

prefabs the thing/fact/point is, that reminds me, I'm a great believer in 
…
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polywords by the way topic shifter , so to speak fluency  
device , strictly speaking evaluator , you know 

clarifier , once and for all summarizer
nevertheless, moreover, however relator

institutionalized how do you do? greeting , nice meeting you 
expressions closing , give me a break objection , there you 

go approval , long time no see greeting
phrasal  a [day/year/long time] ago temporal relator

constraints as far as I [know/can tell] qualifier , you [creep/ 

jerk] disapproval , the [sooner/better/happier]  

the [sooner/better/happier] comparator , for 

[instance/example] exemplifier

sentence  I think that X assertion , not only X, but also Y  

builders relators , my point is that X summarizer ,let me  

start with X topic marker , it's only in X that Y 

qualifier , [would/could] you [help/lift that]?  

request , it seems that X assertion , that  

reminds me of X topic shifter
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